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A: From the output of the grep
command, a pattern of [.mp3] is

matched and the captured group 1 is
appended to your filename. Further,
.+?\.[.mp3] matches any sequence of
characters, including a newline, up to

the end of the string, and is also
captured. Thus, in a combination of
those two patterns, everything you

want is (.+?\.[.mp3]$) For example, $
echo hi hi.mp3 $ echo hi [.mp3] $
echo hi hi.mp3 $ echo hi [.mp3] $

echo hi hi.mp3 $ echo hi
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(.+?\.[.mp3]$) $ echo hi hi.mp3 $
echo hi [.mp3] $ echo hi hi.mp3 $
echo hi (.+?\.[.mp3]$) $ echo hi

hi.mp3 Q: Possible algorithms for
circular shifting of red-black trees?
There's this paper by Bader, Berger,

and Ney, which is on page 4, showing
that there are two different ways of
circularly shifting a red-black tree.

However, they only show the
insertion point for the two algorithms.
It doesn't show the algorithm, or even
the order of the algorithms. I'd like to

know what the general algorithm is
for circularly shifting a red-black

tree, especially in the same way that a
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normal node is shifted. A: In order to
move a node $x$, one would need to

do something like the following
(probably not the fastest, but I believe
the resulting tree will be left, right, or
balanced): Move $x$ to the neighbor
$y$ on the right (left if right is the
parent of $x$). If $y$ is red, make
$y$ black, and make $x$ black. If

$y$ is black, make $y$ red, and make
$x$ red. If $y$ is black and $x$ is
red, make $y$ red and make $x$

black. If the node on the left is red,
then the algorithm is as follows (or
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